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We have been stuck on this one problem – how do 

proteins fold up – for nearly 50 years. To see DeepMind

produce a solution for this, having worked personally on 

this problem for so long and after so many stops and 

starts, wondering if we’d ever get there, is a very special 

moment.

PROFESSOR JOHN MOULT

CO-FOUNDER AND CHAIR OF CASP, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND



(almost) Complete human genome
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Guo et al., 2019

Knowing structure to understand function

wikipedia/imatinib

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1x1EzO5dCibjR3NuP0dTgrYFnkhKY9MSS/view


Solving 3D structures is still difficult...

https://www.dnastar.com/blog/structural-biology/why-structure-prediction-matters

The gap between numbers of experimental structures and sequences is increasing over time

https://www.dnastar.com/blog/structural-biology/why-structure-prediction-matters


z

Can we use sequence to predict 3D structure?

• C.B. Anfinsen received Nobel prize in Chemistry (1972) 

for describing the relationship between sequence and 

structure 

"The native conformation is determined by the totality of 
interatomic interactions and hence by the amino acid 
sequence, in a given environment.”

• it shall be possible to predict structure from sequence

ribonuclease A

Wikipedia



Principles of prediction from sequence

https://www.unil.ch/pmf/en/home/menuinst/technologies/
homology-modeling.html

https://www.unil.ch/pmf/en/home/menuinst/technologies/homology-modeling.html


• transparent competition

• provide an “environment” for communication and 

exchange of experience

• develop metrics for careful examination of predicted 

structures

• CASP – critical assessment of protein structure 

prediction

• once in two years since 1994

• compare with experimentally solved structures

How to move the prediction field forward?



https://predictioncenter.org/casp14/doc/presentations/2020_11_30_CASP14_Introduction_Moult.pdf

GDT_TS = Global distance test - total score (max 100%)
The conventional GDT_TS total score in CASP is the average result of cutoffs at 1, 2, 4, and 8 Å falling within 

experimental position

How to compare structures?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CASP


https://predictioncenter.org/casp14/doc/presentations/2020_11_30_CASP14_Introduction_Moult.pdf

2018 CASP 13: AlphaFold enters...



https://predictioncenter.org/casp14/doc/presentations/2020_11_30_CASP14_Introduction_Moult.pdf

2020 CASP 14: Alphafold2 wins



2022 CASP15: AlphaFold is basic
#1 PEZYFoldings AF2-based. Diverse MSAs. 

Custom, fine-tuned AF2 refinement

ESM-singlesequence is 

the top pure pLM method 

by this metric

#2 UM-TBM Diverse MSAs. Threading then AF2 

predictions guide I-TASSER REMC

#3 Yang-Server Diverse MSAs. AF2 

predictions fed to trRosettaX2

ColabFold and NBIS-af2-standard

BAKER top non-AF2 method



GDT_TS = 96.5

How does good prediction look like?



GDT_TS = 44.6

The worst prediction of Alphafold 2 in CASP 14



GDT_TS= 87

Side chain predictions– orf8 covid19

Also good
so how does it works?



AlphaFold2 
- under the hood
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AlphaFold2 

Input: sequence 

extended by MSA + structural templates

Evoformer and Structure modules (w MD simulation)

pLDDT - predicted local confidence prediction

21https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2


MSA - multiple sequence alignment

using standard tools - jackhmmer, HHBlits

• sequence DBs: 
• UniRef90 
• UniClust30 = for sequence self-distilation

• metagenomicsDBs - to fully cover classes 
underepresented in UniRef90
• Big Fantastic database (BFD) = 66M protein families from 

2.2G protein sequences
• clustered MGnify

needed at least 30 sequences per MSA 
otherwise quality deteriorated ->

22https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2


Training 
PDB database + PDB70 clusters

1. training db: 

• 40% identity clusters, crop to 258 residues, batches by 128 
per Tensor processing unit (TPU)

2. enhance accuracy by noisy student self-distillation

• predict 350000 structures from UniRef30 using trained 
network

• filter to high confidence subset 

• then train again from scratch with mixture of PDB and 
UniRef30

=> effective use of unlabeled sequence data

3. randomly mask or mutate individual residues from MSA 
using BERT (bidirectional encoder representations from 
Transformers => to predict masked elements within MSA

23https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2


EvoFormer module
- mixing MSA and pairs via updates
- graph inference problem in 3D space

- edges = residues in proximity
- updates per each block (48 blocks) separately (AF1 updated 

all network at once)
- using triangles (instead of just pairs) 

24
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2


Structure module
• prioritize backbone positions+orientations

• residue gas - free floating rigid body rotations and 
translation

• updates
• IPA (invariant point attention) - neural activations only in rigid 

3D
• equivariant update using updated activations

• later fix backbone geometry 
• avoid loop closure problem

• sidechain final refinement: 
• OpenMM with Amber 99sb forcefield

25https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2


Effect of cross-chain contacts

prediction is worse for heterotropic contacts (large 
complexes where 3D structure is dictated by other 
chains in complex)

homotropics yields high-accuracy even when chains 
are intertwinned

26

PDB 6SKO



AlphaFoldDB
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https://www.alphafold.ebi.ac.uk/ 28

"This will be one of the most important datasets since the mapping of 

the Human Genome."

Professor Ewan Birney

EMBL Deputy Director General and EMBL-EBI Director

https://www.alphafold.ebi.ac.uk/


29

Complete structures of proteomes
AlphaFold DB currently provides predicted structures for the 48 organisms listed 

below, as well as the majority of Swiss-Prot.

https://www.expasy.org/resources/uniprotkb-swiss-prot


30



31

Alphafold tells you where is it right!



32

How good are the predictions of human 
proteins?

pLDDT - per-residue estimate of its confidence on a scale from 0 - 100

model’s predicted score on the lDDT-Cα metric (local superposition-free score for comparing protein 

structures and models using distance difference tests).

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3799472/


But one still needs to be careful…

e.g. putative human cytochrome P450 2C7

33

A0A1B0GTQ1

A0A1B0GTQ1_HUMAN
A0A087X1C5

CP2D7_HUMANStructure can be only as good as its sequence



AlphaFoldDB contains monomers

• Myc ATPsynthase

34

AlphaFoldDB models for

P63655, P9WPV6, P9WPV7

over M.smegmatis ATPsynthase

SwissModel

over M.smegmatis ATPsynthase

(PDBID: 7njp)



ESM Metagenomic Atlas

• Larger dataset of metagenomic proteins
– 600M+ structures

• Quicker folding – using large language
models (similar to ChatGPT-3)

• Enables folding on the fly
• https://esmatlas.com/resources?action=fold

• Lower quality

• Esp. problem in domain decomposition

35
https://esmatlas.com/

https://esmatlas.com/resources?action=fold
https://esmatlas.com/


Where to run AlphaFold

36



AlphaFold in Google Colab

37https://colab.research.google.com/github/sokrypton/ColabFold/

Github enabled 
JupyterNotebooks
running in Google Colab
environment

limitation in size (timing)
start also from Chimera

Mirdita M, Ovchinnikov S, Steinegger M. ColabFold - Making protein folding accessible to all. 

bioRxiv, 2021 https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.08.15.456425

https://colab.research.google.com/github/sokrypton/ColabFold/
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.15.456425v1
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.08.15.456425


Alphafold 2 on ELIXIR CZ

• Alphafold “needs” GPU to run -> not many people 

have it on their PC

• Alphafold has been installed on Elixir CZ hardware

• Alphafold (Multimer) in the newest version 2.2.0 is 

accessible through Metacentrum

• speed is dependent on size of predicted protein 

(complex)

https://wiki.metacentrum.cz/wiki/AlphaFold

https://wiki.metacentrum.cz/wiki/AlphaFold


AlphaFold in UseGalaxy.eu

e.g. dimer Nucleocapsid protein from SARS-CoV-2

trick - dimerization fake as long disordered poly-N chain

39
https://usegalaxy.eu/tool_runner?tool_id=toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu%2Frepos%2Fgalaxy-

australia%2Falphafold2%2Falphafold%2F2.1.2%2Bgalaxy0

https://usegalaxy.eu/tool_runner?tool_id=toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu%2Frepos%2Fgalaxy-australia%2Falphafold2%2Falphafold%2F2.1.2%2Bgalaxy0


Limitations

41



Alphafold is just a start...

• use Alphafold ideas for development of their 

own 3D structure predictions - RoseTTAfold

• prediction of designed proteins

• tools for molecular replacement 
• tools for interpretation of cryoEM

...

as of 30.3.2022 As of 30.1.2023



MrParse:
Finding homologues in the PDB and the EBI AlphaFold

database for Molecular Replacement and more

43Adam J. Simpkin, Jens M. H. Thomas, Ronan M. Keegan, Daniel J. Rigden

doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.09.02.458604

https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.09.02.458604


Are structural biologists and 
bioinformaticians on the job market?

Not yet as:

• Alphafold can not do point mutations - design of functions

• Alphafold can not be used for drug design 

• Alphafold can not do conformational changes or dynamics

• Alphafold can not do multiprotein complexes – interactions 

• Alphafold can not do effects of post-translational protein 

modifications

• Alphafold can not do ligand effects

• Alphafold can not predict good orphan sequences

• Alphafold can not tell much about folding process

• or can it?



Alphafold can do point-mutations effects
Fold-switching proteins

45

GB98

GB77

GA98

GA77

L45Y

GB98 models shows mix 
between 
3α to α+β

own calculations

https://overprot.ncbr.muni.cz/

• only one α helix is retained 100% (out of 50 structures), 

• other α helices have minimal presence up to 72% (shorter in GB 

structures) 

• β sheets presence change from 24% to 48% 

https://overprot.ncbr.muni.cz/


AlphaFold for drug design?

• AlphaFold2 predicts 

holo protein in 70% => 

it can be used for drug 

designing

• pLDDT values in a 

single 3D model could 

be used to infer local 

conformational changes 

linked to ligand binding 

transitions.

• locally AlphaFold2 can 

be there -

but it needs validation

(as always)

T1064



Alphafold can predict dynamics

pLDDT shows flexibility

SLC1A5

47

6mp6 AlphaFoldDB 6rvx
Outward-Facing similar to OF Inward-Facing

lower pIDDT values show flexible regions



Alphafold can do conformational changes 

manipulation with MSA 
allows selection of 
multiple conformers via 
mutation of contact 
points in MSA 

48

LmrP transporter
default after mutation on interface

Mhp1



AlphaFold and Intrinsically Disordered Proteins

49
Ruff KM, Pappu RV ,AlphaFold and Implications for Intrinsically Disordered Proteins,

J Mol Biol. 2021, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmb.2021.167208

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmb.2021.167208


AlphaFold and Intrinsically Disordered Proteins

50



Alphafold can do multiprotein complexes

51

https://twitter.com/RolandDunbrack/status/1502818748868317188

https://twitter.com/RolandDunbrack/status/1502818748868317188


Alphafold can do multiprotein complexes

Alphafold 2.2.0 - multimer

52



Alphafold can not do effects of 

post-translational protein modifications 

(by itself)

53



Alphafold can be filled with ligands

54



Alphafold can describe folding process to some 
level 

55
https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btab881

Table 2.
Performance of the structure predictors at identifying the secondary structure 
interactions present in an intermediate

RoseTTA
Fold

trRosetta RaptorX DMPfold EVfold SAINT2 Rosetta Random

200 
Decoys

Accuracy 0.453 0.534 0.495 0.489 0.540 — — 0.502

F1-score 0.222 0.169 0.110 0.026 0.307 — — 0.252

Jaccard 0.052 0.052 0.052 0.052 0.052 — — 0.094

AUROC 0.441 0.503 0.502 0.492 0.530 — — 0.498

https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btab881


Alphafold can describe folding process to some 
level 
Was Anfinsen right?

56



Summary

• Alphafold2 made a huge leap in prediction accuracy

• Role of open science and publicly available data can not 

be overstated

• CASP competition was a driver of the change

• Alphafold is publicly available and can be run from many 

places including ELIXIR CZ 

• Alphafold has inspired many tools and uses already

• Alphafold limits are yet to be fully described, but we learning 

more each day

• Alphafold is important tool to structural biologist/ 

bioinformatician toolbox enhancing our capabilities



CASP is back!

58



Thank you for your 
attention.

Any questions?



60



Extra slides

61



Architectural details.

62



Interpreting the neural network

63https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2

depth of neural network - it is usually quick, but for challenging targets it can be quite deep

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2


Accurate prediction of protein structures and 

interactions using a three-track neural network

64https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abj8754

https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abj8754


65

Alphafold can work with orphan sequences
Single-sequence protein structure prediction using 
language models from deep learning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eobc7cMMpeY&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eobc7cMMpeY&feature=youtu.be
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Geometric deep learning of RNA structure

67https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abe5650

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abe5650
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